I. INTRODUCTION
The experience we have gained in designing [3, 6, 7] and using natural lanauage interfaces has led us to develop a general natural language system, INTERFAC[LE, involving the following principles : the linguistic coverage must be elementary but must include phenomena that allow a rapid, concise and spontaneous interaction, such as anapho~a (ellipsis, pronouns, etc.) the linguistic competence and limits of the interface must be easily and rapidly perceived by the user. the interface must be equipped with strategies and procedures for leading the user to adjust his linguistic competence to the capacities of the system.
We have illustrated these principles in an application : a natural language (French) interface for acquiring the formal commands of some operating system languages. (The examples given here concern DCL of Digital Equipment Corporation).
INTERFACILE's ARCHITECTURE
The system is composed of : -a portable syntactic grammar of French written in the formalism of Metamorphosis Grammars [2] .
-a domain dependent lexicon-grammar [4].
a domain dependent knowledge base written in a subset of predicate logic (Horn Clauses).
Operating on these linguistic data and domain knowledge :
a syntactic parser coupled with the grammar and the lexicon-grammar (i) produces intermediate analyses of questions, and (2) generates some messages in case of errors.
a semantlc parser transforms the syntactic analysis into a semantic representation by consulting the knowledge base.
-an evaluator consults the knowledge base and produces answers to questions given their semantic representation.
a general system guides the user and helps him to formulate and reformulate his queries.
The system is entlrely programmed in PROLOG II and runs on various computers (VAX, SPS and micro-computers (I) There is no guarantee that the system's interpretation of a "deviant" query will correspond to the user's intention in posing the question.
(2) There will always be a limit to the degree of deviation the system can tolerate before it gives up trying to analyse a user query.
But if the transformation of deviant queries into recognizable structures is performed automatically, the user will *lever know where this limit lles, and may believe that the system can make sense of anything he enters. The distinction between the sentences the system interprets correctly i~nd those which it entirely rejects will seem arbitrary to him. To guide the user in reformulating his query, the grammar and the lexicon-grammar are consulte~ as knowledge bases. The user may reformulate his query with the information given by INTERFACILE.
(At any moment, the user can also obtain the lists of verbs, nouns, prepositions, pronouns, etc. The guidance given here goes beyond linguistic reformulation.
It concerns the semantics of the application domain. Note that the information given to the user is not preprogrammed, but is (I) deduced from the knowledge base and (2) generated by the linguistic component (grammar, lexicon-grammar and parsers).
CONCLUSION
As far as the domain of application is concerned, INTERFACILE has much in common with systems like UC [9] 
The originality of our system lies in the effort we have devoted to :
-linguistic phenomena such as anaphora that ensure a natural dialogue.
strategies and procedures for reformulation in order to live with the unavoidable linguistic limitations of any interface.
Our research and experience in developing applications in these two domains have led us to believe that it is not practical to add procedures to an albeady existing system to make it user-£rlendly. On the contrary, these problems must be taken into account in the design phase, as we have done in designing INTERFACILE.
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